Join us this summer to explore the original homelands of the Apsaalooke (Crow) People. We invite you on a cultural, spiritual and educational “Vision Quest” that will impact the path you will take to become your own leader. A Vision Quest is a rite of passage in many Native American cultures. It is a personal ceremony that is one of the most universal and ancient means to find spiritual guidance and purpose for one’s future. A Vision Quest offers clarity in to the next phase of life. This summer’s Vision Quest includes an overnight camping trip with an endurance incline hike to summit Heart Mountain located outside of Cody, Wyoming on July 12th - 14th, 2024. Also, we have planned an extensive outdoor youth camping event in the Cloud Peak Wilderness area within the Big Horn Mountains – Nature Conservancy on July 23rd – 26th 2024. We will be revisiting the homelands of the Apsaalooke people included with education in the local plant biology. Humanity today needs more connection to nature, less technology isolation with more human contact, mental health healing and substance abuse awareness while in the wilderness of our local environment. Direct proximity to earth, water, fire and air through each day is a huge benefit for the body and our general health. During the Quest, we ask you to pledge your mind, body and spirit for guidance, and extend your inner faith, physicality for a tremendous focus and fortitude to complete the Quest.
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